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get acquainted:

• It was a chance for me and my mother- in- law to get better 
acquainted.



How do you greet people in formal situations?

Hello

Hi

Hey:

Good morning. / Good afternoon. / Good evening

It’s nice to meet you/ nice to meet you

How do you do

What's up? / what’s up

How's it going?



How do you greet people in formal situations?

Hello informal and formal situations

Hi

Hey:

Hey is definitely more casual than "hi" or "hello". It is best to only use "hey" 
with family and friends, or maybe a close co-worker.

Good morning. / Good afternoon. / Good evening

We can use these simple and polite situations to greet somebody. Obviously, 
we use different expressions depending on the time of day.

These expressions are great for formal situations, but we can also use them 
naturally with our friends and family. Really, these expressions can be used in 
any situation.



It’s nice to meet you/ nice to meet you

This is a very polite expression to use the first time that we meet somebody.

Many times, people shorten this expression and they leave out "It is".

Nice to meet you.

What’s new? what’s up?

This is a very casual greeting that can be used among friends. "What's up?" is asking if 
the person has any news or anything special to tell.

It is common to respond to this greeting by saying "Nothing". This means that 
everything is the same and your life is good.

A) What's up?

B) Nothing. What's up with you?

A) Nothing new. Everything is good.

But we can respond in other ways. We do not even need to answer the question 
because usually "what's up" is just used as a casual greeting.



Homework :) 

1- look up the following words in a dictionary and write their 
definitions and a nice  sentence for each word.

It’s all Greek to me

I have no clue / I don’t have a clue

come again

I just don’t get it

It’s beyond me

2- Practice and memorize the new words and phrases.


